Sparkle

Bathroom

Bathroom Cleaner & Deodorant

Description
This is a truly remarkable bathroom cleaner. Special
surfactant blends allow this product to clean down to the
shine and leave the surface streak‐free. Great for
porcelain, ceramic tile, terrazzo, marble, concrete,
chrome and stainless surfaces. This non‐acidic formula will
not bleach or etch and is safe for the floor. The action of
this product is unique in that it actually dissolves scum
build‐up left behind by improper maintenance methods
and the use of improper cleaners.

Directions for Use
For Floors not containing deposits of wax, oil, grease, or seal:
Dilute (24 to 44 ounces) concentrate per gallon of water,
depending on amount of scum to be removed.
Generously spread solution on the floor with a mop.
Depending on the scum build‐up, allow the solution to sit on
the floor 10 to 20 minutes without drying. Agitation using a
rotary floor machine with a nylon scrubbing pad or scrub
brush will hasten performance and improve cleaning time.
Pick up the solution with a mop or wet/dry vacuum. Rinse
thoroughly using a clean mop and clear, cool water.
Tile Walls: Apply undiluted concentrate using a suitable
applicator. Permit solution to stand 5 minutes or more
without drying. After soil has been loosened, wipe or pick up
solution and rinse with clear, cool water.

Safety Cautions
• Keep out of reach of children
• Prior to using this or any cleaning product, make sure employees
read and understand the hazard information found on the product
label and Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS). The label and MSDS
will also provide information on handling precautions, protective
equipment and first aid instructions which might be appropriate
for this product.
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Features & Benefits






Removes scum build‐up left behind by improper
maintenance methods
Helps eliminate health hazards originating from
scum build‐up
Returns color and luster back to soiled surfaces
Contains no harmful abrasives, corrosives or other
damaging chemicals
May be used on any surface not harmed by water

Specifications
Appearance:
Odor:
PH
Specific Gravity:
Detergency:

Clear Green Liquid
Pleasant
11.5
1.02
Excellent

Dilution
Floor Cleaner/ light Scum……………..…1:5 (24 ounces / gallon)
Floor Cleaner/ Heavy Scum………………1:3 (44 ounces / gallon)
Tile Walls…………………………………………..Ready to Use

Available Sizes
Case/ 12x1 quart: Item # 101002
Case/ 4x1 gallon: Item # 101004
Pail/ 5 gallon: Item # 101005

